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Abstract� We introduce the input�output automa�

ton� a simple but powerful model of computation in
asynchronous distributed networks� With this model
we are able to construct modular� hierarchical correct�
ness proofs for distributed algorithms� We de�ne this
model� and give an interesting example of how it can
be used to construct such proofs�

� Introduction

A major obstacle to progress in the �eld of distributed
computation is that many of the important algo�
rithms� especially communications algorithms� seem
to be too complex for rigorous understanding� Al�
though the designers of these algorithms are often able
to convey the intuition underlying their algorithms� it
is often di�cult to make this intuition formal and pre�
cise� When this intuition is formalized� the result is
typically an analysis performed at a very low level
of abstraction� involving messages and local process
variables� Reasoning precisely about the interaction
between these messages and process variables can be
extremely di�cult� and the resulting proofs of correct�
ness are generally quite di�cult to understand�
An indication that the situation is not completely

hopeless is the fact that designers are able to convey
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an informal understanding of the key ideas behind
their algorithms� The distributed minimum spanning
tree algorithm of �GHS�	
� for example� can be un�
derstood as several familiar manipulations of a graph�
What is needed is a way of formalizing these high�
level ideas� and incorporating them into a proof of
the detailed algorithm�s correctness�

One promising approach is to begin by construct�
ing a high�level description of the algorithm� This de�
scription might itself be an algorithm in which high�
level data structures �such as graphs serve as states�
and process actions manipulate these data structures�
This algorithm might then be proven correct using
rigorous versions of the high�level� intuitive arguments
given by the algorithm�s designers� Successive re�ne�
ments of this algorithm might then be de�ned at suc�
cessively lower levels of detail� and each rigorously
shown to simulate the preceding algorithm� Ideally�
this approach would allow us to use in the proof of
simulation any property that has already been proven
for preceding levels� In this way� the high�level in�
tuition used to describe the algorithm would become
part of a rigorous proof of the full algorithm�s correct�
ness�

Some time ago� we began to consider this approach
of proof by re�nement for a simple resource alloca�
tion algorithm� an arbiter for a resource in an asyn�
chronous network� originally suggested by Sch�onhage
in �Sch��
� Correctness conditions for this resource
arbitration problem include both safety and liveness
conditions� the mutual exclusion condition that at
most one user is holding the resource at any given
time� and the no lockout condition that if every user
holding the resource eventually returns the resource
to the arbiter� then the arbiter eventually grants the
resource to every requesting user� The key idea be�
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Figure �� A state of Sch�onhage�s arbiter�

hind the algorithm can be understood as follows� The
algorithm assumes that the network forms an acyclic
graph G as illustrated in Figure �� with the users at
the leaves of the graph� and the remaining nodes form�
ing the arbiter itself� Initially� the resource is held by
some arbiter node in the graph� A user desiring the
resource sends a request for the resource to the adja�
cent arbiter node� and this node forwards this request
in the direction of the node holding the resource� At
any given time� there is a subtree of the graph rooted
at the resource consisting of edges over which a re�
quest has been sent� The resource is allocated among
the requesting users simply by causing the resource to
traverse this tree of requests�

We found it convenient to view this algorithm at
three levels of abstraction� At the highest level is
a simple� set�theoretic statement of the correctness
conditions required of the arbiter� this statement it�
self described as an algorithm� At the second level
is a graph�theoretic description of the arbiter� similar
to the one outlined above� At the third and lowest
level is a distributed implementation of the arbiter�
describing the protocol individual processors imple�
menting the arbiter must follow in terms of messages
and local process variables�

The �rst problem we face is how to express these
algorithms describing the arbiter at the various lev�
els of abstraction� Two of the most popular lan�
guages are Milner�s CCS �see �Mil��
 and Hoare�s
CSP �see �Hoa��
� but certain aspects of the algo�
rithms under consideration make it clear that these
languages are not appropriate� In particular� the in�
teraction between the users and the arbiter makes a
clear distinction between those events internal and ex�
ternal to the arbiter� Input to the arbiter �a request
for the resource can occur at any time� regardless of

whether the arbiter is in a position to grant the re�
source� Output �the granting of the resource occurs
only under the control of the arbiter� This distinc�
tion between internal and external events is extremely
important if reasoning about the system is to be de�
composed into reasoning about system components
in isolation� as was recognized by Barringer� Kuiper�
and Pnueli in �BKP��
� Furthermore� it is clear that
satisfaction of liveness conditions such as the no lock�
out condition requires that the arbiter be given �fair
turns� to produce output� rather than simply being
overwhelmed by a �ood of input� The ability to ex�
press this notion of �fair turns� depends heavily on
the distinction between internal and external events�
on the ability to determine which process controls the
performance of an action�

Unfortunately� neither CCS nor CSP makes such a
distinction� and hence neither is able to express this
notion of control� As a result� in the case of CCS�
for example� notions of fairness considered are typi�
cally variants of weak or strong fairness �see �Fra��
�
Weak fairness requires that an action � be performed
in�nitely often if it is continuously enabled� while
strong fairness requires that � be performed in�nitely
often even if it is enabled only in�nitely often� These
notions of fairness� however� are not satisfactory in
event�driven systems such as the networks we con�
sider� In such a system� a process is always able to
accept interrupts� but should not be required to in�
terrupt itself unless some external source requests the
interrupt� Since there is no notion in CCS of an in�
terface between processes from which we can deduce
the internal and external actions of a process� vari�
ants of weak and strong fairness are essentially the
only forms of fairness that can be expressed in CCS�
Furthermore� as a side remark� we note that while the
notion of a process state is not necessary for Milner�s
intended use of CCS� we �nd the notion a convenient
descriptive tool� and useful when relating models of
an algorithm at di�erent levels of abstraction�

Similar comments can also be made for CSP with
respect to fairness� In fact� CSP further complicates
the problem by identifying a process with �among
other things all �nite behaviors of the process� Since
it is impossible to deduce the in�nite �fair behavior of
a process from its �nite behaviors� CSP precludes the
study of properties such as fairness without extending
the semantics of a CSP process� We note� however�
that the semantics of a CSP process is already quite
complex due to the complexity of the compositions in
CSP� Recall� for instance� that if P and Q are two
processes� then P uQ is a process that nondetermin�
istically �itself chooses to behave either like P or Q�
while P�Q is a process that allows the environment
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to determine whether it behaves like P or Q� Both
P uQ and P�Q have the same traces �since each be�
haves either like P or Q� but di�er subtly in the fact
that the environment has no control or knowledge of
the choice P uQ makes between P and Q� As a result
of this �silent�� internal choice between P and Qmade
by P uQ� it is possible to place P uQ and P�Q in an
environment �o�ering an action � as input in which
P uQ deadlocks at its �rst step while P�Q does not�
Reading between the lines of Hoare�s book �Hoa��
�
it seems that Hoare would prefer to retain for nonde�
terministic processes the automata�theoretic �trace�
theoretic semantics he develops for deterministic pro�
cesses� The processes P uQ and P�Q� however� force
Hoare to make his �rst break from the trace�theoretic
semantics of deterministic processes and de�ne the
notion of a refusal� a set of actions a process might
refuse to perform� For our purposes� the fact that
a process is able to accept input at all times should
remove the entire problem resulting from the inter�
nal versus external nondeterminism illustrated above
by P u Q and P�Q� Furthermore� the complexity
of operations allowed in CSP �such as blocking com�
munication do not seem appropriate when describing
the loosely�coupled networks we have in mind� The
semantic simpli�cation gained by the elimination of
such powerful operations should therefore more than
make up for the resulting loss of expressive power�
With hope� the result would be a general model of
computation in which asynchronous distributed algo�
rithms can be expressed without abandoning clean�
automata�theoretic semantics�

We were therefore led to a new model of asyn�
chronous distributed computation� the input�output

automaton� This model is based on �possibly in�nite�
state nondeterministic automata� Automaton tran�
sitions are labeled with the names of process actions
they represent� These actions are partitioned into
sets of input and output actions� as well as internal
actions representing internal process actions� Input
actions have the unique property of being enabled
from every state� in other words� a process must be
able to accept any input at any time� As a result� a
very strong distinction is made between those actions
locally�controlled by the system itself �output and in�
ternal actions and those actions controlled by the
system�s external environment �input actions� and
our model has the event�driven �avor characteristic
of many asynchronous distributed algorithms�

Rather than the complex compositions allowed in
CSP� we restrict ourselves to a very simple composi�
tion� Roughly speaking� the composition of a collec�
tion of automata is the Cartesian product of the au�
tomata� where automata are required to synchronize

the performance of common �shared actions� If � is
an input action of A and an output action of B� then
the simultaneous performance of � by both automata
models the receipt of input atA caused by output gen�
erated at B� Since processes cannot be expected to
synchronize the generation of output in asynchronous
systems� we require that the output actions of the
composed automata be disjoint� Similarly� since in�
ternal actions model externally undetectable actions�
we require that the internal actions of each automa�
ton be disjoint from the actions of the other automata
in the composition� These restrictions on the compo�
sition of automata� together with the fact that the
input actions of an automaton are enabled from ev�
ery state� guarantee that locally�controlled actions of
a composition are controlled by precisely one compo�
nent of the composition�

As previously noted� the notion of fair computation
plays a fundamental role in our work� Informally� a
computation of a system is said to be fair if every sys�
tem component is always eventually given the chance
to take a computational step� Since one automaton
may model an entire system as well as a single sys�
tem component� it is necessary to retain certain in�
formation about the structure of the system being
modeled� In particular� it is necessary to retain in�
formation about the locally�controlled actions of each
system component� We therefore associate with every
automaton a partition of its locally�controlled actions�
The interpretation of this partition is that each class
consists of the locally�controlled actions of one system
component� With this partition� we are able to de�ne
a simple notion of fair computation�

It is clear that most veri�cation methods� such as
the Hoare�logic of Owicki and Gries in �OG��
� the
use of invariant assertions advocated by Lamport and
Schneider in �LS��b
� the temporal logic of Manna
and Pnueli in �MP��b
 and �MP��a
� and the method
of deriving proof obligations of Alpern and Schnei�
der in �AS��
� can be used to verify the correctness
of algorithms expressed in terms of input�output au�
tomata� We do not �x on a particular methodology
for reasoning about the behavior of individual au�
tomata� Instead� we study the problem of hierarchical
decomposition� the problem of relating the algorithms
describing the arbiter at di�erent levels of abstrac�
tion� Lam and Shankar have successfully used no�
tions of abstraction in their veri�cation work �LS��a
�
Their notion of abstraction involves the projection
of an algorithm with several clearly distinguishable
functions onto each function individually� abstracting
away the details of the remaining functions� The re�
sult is a collection of smaller� simpler algorithms to
analyze� allowing each function to be analyzed inde�

	



pendently� Since� however� we are describing algo�
rithms at entirely di�erent levels of conceptual ab�
straction� and not just ignoring certain aspects of the
algorithms� behaviors� these techniques are not appro�
priate for our work� The use of abstraction in Harel�s
statecharts �Har��
 is similar� in the sense that sys�
tem states are grouped together to form superstates�
Lamport has also advocated the use of abstraction in
the speci�cation of program modules �Lam�	
� Lam�
port�s speci�cations consists of a collection of state
functions mapping program states into sets of values�
a collection of initial values essentially de�ning the
set of states in which the system may begin compu�
tation� and a collection of properties describing the
safety and liveness conditions required� The inten�
tion of a state function is to extract some relevant in�
formation about the entity being implemented from
the program state� For example� the speci�cation
of a queue might include a state function mapping
each program state to the value in that state of the
queue being implemented� Notice� however� that in�
correctly chosen state functions can extract highly
implementation�dependent information from the pro�
gram state� and hence constrain the implementation
of the speci�cation� While a careful writer of speci�
�cations would never use such state functions� it il�
lustrates how tightly a notion of correctness involving
state functions can couple a speci�cation to its imple�
mentation� We prefer a simpler notion of correctness�
independent of program states� that allows us to con�
struct independently descriptions of an algorithm at
di�erent levels of abstraction� and then relate these
descriptions to each other�

Loosely speaking� we consider one automaton A to
simulate a second automaton B if every behavior ex�
hibited by A is a possible behavior of B� The automa�
ton A simulates B in the sense that any correctness
condition satis�ed by the behaviors of B is satis�ed by
every behavior of A� As previously mentioned� how�
ever� fair computation is generally crucial to the sat�
isfaction of most interesting liveness conditions� We
therefore require only that the fair behaviors of A be
contained in the fair behaviors of B� The simplicity
of such correctness conditions lends a uniform struc�
ture to correctness proofs of algorithms� The problem
of proving that our low�level description of the arbiter
is a correct implementation of its high�level speci�ca�
tion is simply the problem of proving that each de�
scription of the arbiter simulates the description of
the arbiter at the previous �higher level of abstrac�
tion� As an aid in doing so� we introduce the notion
of a possibilities mapping between automata� relating
the states of one automaton to the states of another�
The notion of a possibilities mapping was �rst intro�

duced by Lynch in �Lyn�	
 for process algebras� and
we adapt these mappings for our own purposes� Pos�
sibilities mappings are similar in spirit to Lamport�s
state functions� but automata describing an algorithm
at di�erent levels of abstraction are independent of the
possibilities mappings relating them� We remark that
Stark has greatly generalized the notion of a possi�
bilities mapping in �Sta��
� His model is much more
general that ours� but we �nd ours simpler and easier
to use� and expressive enough to describe most sys�
tems of interest�
The remainder of this paper consists of three parts�

In the �rst part� we de�ne the input�output automa�
ton model� In the second part� we demonstrate how
this model can be used to construct a modular� hierar�
chical correctness proof of Sch�onhage�s distributed ar�
biter� Finally� we end with some concluding remarks�

� The Model

We now formalize the notions introduced in the intro�
duction� We begin with our model of computation�

��� Input�Output Automata

An action signature S is a collection of disjoint sets of
input� output� and internal actions� We denote these
sets by in�S� out �S� and int�S� respectively� and
their union by acts�S� Since int�S is the set of in�
ternal actions� it is natural to refer to the actions of
in�S and out�S as the set of external actions� de�
noted by ext�S� Finally� we denote the set of locally�
controlled actions� the actions of int�S and out�S�
by local�S�
An input�output automaton A consists of

�� a set states�A of states�

�� a set start�A � states�A of start states�

	� an action signature sig�A�

�� a transition relation

steps�A � states�A� acts�sig�A � states�A

with the property that for every input action �

and state a there is a transition of the form
�a� �� a�� and

�� an equivalence relation part�A on local�sig�A�

The equivalence relation part�A is the partition of
the locally�controlled actions referred to in the intro�
duction�
An element �a� �� a� of steps�A is referred to as a

step of A� If �a� �� a� is a step of A� we say that the
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action � is enabled from a� Since every input action is
enabled from every state� we say that an automaton is
input�enabled � An execution of A is a �nite sequence
a���a� � � ��kak or in�nite sequence a���a���a� � � � of
alternating states and actions beginning with a start
state such that each triple �ai� �i��� ai�� is a step
of A� A state is said to be reachable if it is the �nal
state of a �nite execution� The schedule of an execu�
tion e is the subsequence of actions appearing in e�
denoted by sched�e� We denote the sets of execu�
tions and schedules of A by execs�A and scheds�A�
respectively�

Since certain subsets of executions and schedules
are of particular interest to us �such as the set of fair
executions� for example� we are led to de�ne the no�
tions of execution modules and schedule modules� es�
sentially sets of executions and schedules� respectively�
together with an action signature�

An execution module E consists of a set states�E of
states� an action signature sig�E� and a set execs�E
of executions� Each execution of E is an alternating
sequence of states and actions of E beginning with a
state� and ending with a state if the sequence is �nite�
An execution module E is said to be an execution
module of an automaton A if E and A have the same
states� the same action signatures� and the executions
of E are executions of A� We denote by Execs�A the
execution module of A having as its set of executions
the executions of A� �We follow the convention of
denoting sets with lower case names and modules with
capitalized names�

A schedule module S consists of an action signa�
ture sig�S together with a set scheds�S of schedules�
Each schedule of S is a �nite or in�nite sequence of
actions of S� Given an execution module E� there is a
natural schedule module associated with E consisting
of the action signature of E together with the sched�
ules of the executions of E� We denote this schedule
module by Scheds �E� and write Scheds�A as a short�
hand for Scheds�Execs�A�

An external action signature is an action signature
with no internal actions� As a special case of a sched�
ule module� we de�ne an external schedule module to
be a schedule module with an external action signa�
ture� Given a schedule module S� we de�ne the ex�
ternal action signature of S to be the action signa�
ture obtained by removing the internal actions from
the action signature of S� and the external sched�
ule module External�S to be the schedule module
with the external action signature of S and the sched�
ules obtained by removing from every schedule of S
the internal actions of S� We write External�E for
External�Scheds�E for an execution module E� and
similarly for an automaton A�

We refer collectively to automata� execution mod�
ules� and schedule modules as objects� the type of an
object determining whether it is an automaton� exe�
cution module� or schedule module�

��� Composition

We now de�ne the composition of automata� execu�
tion modules� and schedule modules�
Recall from the introduction that whether the com�

position of a collection of automata is de�ned de�
pends on their action signatures� We say that the ac�
tion signatures fSi � i � Ig are compatible if out �Si�
out�Sj � � and int�Si � acts�Sj � � for every
i� j � I� We say that the objects fOi � i � Ig are
compatible if their action signatures are compatible�
The composition S �

Q
i�I Si of compatible action

signatures is de�ned to be the action signature with

�� in�S �
S
i�I

in�Si �
S
j�I

out�Sj�

�� out�S �
S
i�I

out �Si� and

	� int�S �
S
i�I

int�Si�

Notice that the output and internal actions of the
components become the output and internal actions of
the composition� respectively� and that the remaining
actions become the input actions of the composition�
The composition A �

Q
i�I Ai of compatible au�

tomata is de�ned to be the automaton with

�� states�A �
Q
i�I

states�Ai�

�� start�A �
Q
i�I

start�Ai�

	� sig�A �
Q
i�I

sig�Ai�

�� part�A �
S
i�I

part�Ai� and

�� steps�A equal to the set of triples �faig � �� fa
�
ig

such that for all i � I

�a if � � acts�Ai then �ai� �� a
�
i � steps�Ai�

and

�b if � �� acts�Ai then ai � a�i�

In the case that I is the �nite set f�� � � � � ng� we denote
the composition A by A� 	 � � � 	An� It is convenient to
denote the execution of Ai induced by an execution e

of the composition A by ejAi� More formally� if a �
faig is a state of the composition A� de�ne ajAi � ai�
If e � a���a� � � � is an execution of A� de�ne ejAi to
be the sequence obtained by deleting �jaj if �j is not
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an action of Ai� and by replacing the remaining aj by
ajjAi�

The composition E �
Q

i�I Ei of compatible ex�
ecution modules is de�ned as follows� Informally� if
each Ei is an execution module of an automaton Ai�
then E is the execution module of the compositionQ

iAi with executions e such that ejAi is an execu�
tion of Ei for every i� More formally� the states of E
are
Q

i�I states�Ei and the action signature of E isQ
i�I sig�Ei� If a � faig is a state of E� de�ne

ajEi � ai� If e � a���a� � � � is a sequence of states
and actions of E� de�ne ejEi to be the sequence ob�
tained by deleting �jaj if �j is not an action of Ei�
and replacing the remaining aj by ajjEi� The execu�
tions of E are those sequences e � a���a� � � � of states
and actions of E such that ejEi is an execution of Ei

for every i� and aj��jEi � aj jEi whenever �j is not
an action of Ei�

The composition S �
Q

i�I Si of compatible sched�
ule modules is de�ned as follows� The action signature
of S is

Q
i�I sig�Si� If s is a sequence of actions of S�

de�ne sjSi to be the subsequence of s consisting of ac�
tions of Si� The schedules of S are those sequences s
of actions of S such that sjSi is a schedule of Si for
every i�

These compositions are clearly related� For exam�
ple� the execution module of a composition of au�
tomata is the composition of the execution modules
of the automata� Notice that actions shared by sev�
eral objects are not hidden by these compositions� In
the full paper �LT��
 we de�ne a simple operation to
hide such actions� merely relabeling a set of actions
as internal actions� Notice also that the compatibil�
ity of a collection of objects� and hence whether their
composition is de�ned� depends solely on their action
signatures� In the full paper we de�ne a simple oper�
ation to rename the actions of an object and thereby
avoid incompatibility due to naming con�icts�

��� Fairness

Informally� computation in a system of processes is
said to be fair if every system component is allowed to
make computational progress in�nitely often� Recall
that associated with an automaton A is a partition
part�A of its locally�controlled actions� where each
class is interpreted as the set of locally�controlled ac�
tions of one component in the system modeled by A�
An execution e of A is said to be fair if the following
conditions hold for each class C of part�A�

�� If e is a �nite execution� then no action of C is
enabled from the �nal state of e�

�� If e is an in�nite execution� then either actions
from C appear in�nitely often in e� or states from
which no action of C is enabled appear in�nitely
often in e�

These conditions may be interpreted as follows� If e
is �nite� then computation in the system has halted
since no process is able to take another step� If e is
in�nite� then every process has been given an in�nite
number of chances to take a step� although it may be
that some processes were unable to take steps every
time the chance was o�ered� This notion of fairness is
similar to weak fairness �see �Fra��
� except that the
performance of input actions is never required�

We denote the set of fair executions of an automa�
ton A by fair�A� and the execution module of A have
fair�A as its set of executions by Fair�A� An im�
portant property of this de�nition of fairness is the
fact that the fair executions of a composition are the
composition of the fair executions of the components�
that is� Fair�

Q
iAi �

Q
i Fair�Ai� In the full pa�

per �LT��
� we explore several consequences of our
de�nition of fair computation not directly related to
algorithm veri�cation� including an interesting notion
of process equivalence induced by fair computations�

��� Correctness

As mentioned in the introduction� we consider an
automaton A to simulate an automaton B if the
fair behavior of A is contained in the fair behavior
of B� More formally� we de�ne the schedule module
Fbeh�A � External �Fair�A to be the �externally
observable fair behavior of A� and denote the sched�
ules of Fbeh�A by fbeh�A� Viewing the automatonB
as a speci�cation satis�ed by the automaton A� we say
that A satis�es B if A and B have the same exter�
nal action signature and fbeh�A � fbeh�B� A sat�
is�es B in the sense that every correctness condition
satis�ed by the fair behavior of B is satis�ed by the
fair behavior of A� Notice that since automata are
input�enabled� the trivial satisfaction of a speci�ca�
tion by an automaton exhibiting no behavior is not
possible� We extend these de�nitions to objects of ar�
bitrary type by de�ning Fbeh�O � External�O for
execution modules and schedule modules O� Notice
that since execution modules need not be nonempty�
it is possible for an execution module with no execu�
tions to satisfy every execution module with the same
external action signature� Therefore� we say that an
object O is implementable if it is satis�ed by an au�
tomaton A� The object O is implementable in the
sense that there is a system �modeled by the automa�
ton A satisfying the speci�cation represented by the
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object O� We say that an object O solves �the prob�
lem speci�ed by an object O� if O is an implementable
object satisfying O�� Notice that if an automaton A

satis�es an automaton B� then A certainly solves B�
Clearly� the notion of satisfaction is the basis of the

de�nitions stated above� In the remainder of this sec�
tion we exhibit a su�cient condition for one automa�
ton to satisfy another� The key to this su�cient con�
dition is the notion of a possibilities mapping� Sup�
pose A and B are automata with the same external
action signature� and suppose h is a mapping from
states�A to the power set of states�B� The map�
ping h is said to be a possibilities mapping from A

to B if the following conditions hold�

�� For every start state a of A� there is a start state b
of B such that b � h�a�

�� For every reachable state a of A� every step
�a� �� a� of A� and every reachable state b � h�a
of B�

�a If � is an action of B� then there is a step
�b� �� b� of B such that b� � h�a��

�b If � is not an action of B� then b � h�a��

Such a mapping� reminiscent of bisimulation from
CCS �Mil��
� enables us to relate executions of A

to executions of B as follows� If e and f are two
�nite executions of A and B� respectively� we say
that f �nitely corresponds to e under h if sched�f �
sched�ejB and the �nal state of f is contained in
the image of the �nal state of e under h� In general�
if e and f are two executions of A and B� we say
that f corresponds to e under h if for every �nite pre�
�x ei � a���a� � � �ai of e there is a �nite pre�x fi of f
�nitely corresponding to ei under h such that f is the
limit of the fi� It is easy to show that if h is a possibil�
ities mapping from A to B and e is an execution of A�
then there is an execution f of B corresponding to e

under h� The existence of a possibilities mapping is
a useful relationship between the automata A and B

since it allows us to relate the states appearing in exe�
cutions of A to the states appearing in corresponding
executions of B� We now show how this relationship
can be used to prove that A satis�es B�
Let S and T be two sets of states� and let � be a set

of actions� Given an execution e � a���a� � � �� the exe�
cution e satis�es the condition S �
 �T�� if whenever
the execution passes through a state of S� eventually
either the execution passes through a state of T or an
action from � is performed�� More formally� e sat�
is�es the condition S �
 �T�� if� whenever ai � S�

�This condition may also be expressed in the temporal logic
of �BKP�
��

either aj � T for some j � i or �j � � for some
j � i� As a notational convenience� we will denote
the condition S �
 �T�� by S �
 � when the set T
is empty� Notice� however� that the fair executions
of an automaton A are precisely those executions sat�
isfying the conditions states�A �
 �disabled�C� C
where C is a class of part�A and disabled�C is the
set of states from which no action of C is enabled� It
is straightforward to prove the following�

Lemma �� Let h be a possibilities mapping from A

to A�� Let e be an execution of A� and let e� be an
execution of A� corresponding to e under h�

�� Let S � h���S�� h�T  � T �� and � � ���
If e satis�es S �
 �T��� then e� satis�es S� �

�T �����

�� Let h�S � S�� T � h���T �� and � � ���
If e� satis�es S� �
 �T ����� then e satis�es
S �
 �T���

As a result� a possibilities mappings can be used as
part of a su�cient condition for an automaton A to
satisfy an automaton B� as claimed�

� A Distributed Arbiter

In this section� we sketch how the ideas introduced in
the previous section can be used to construct a modu�
lar� hierarchical correctness proof for Sch�onhage�s dis�
tributed arbiter�

��� A High�Level Model

In our high�level model of the arbiter� the automa�
ton A�� we refer to the arbiter itself as a� and to the
users of the arbiter as u�� � � � � un� A state of A� con�
sists of a set requesters of requesting users� together
with the identity holder of the entity currently hold�
ing the resource �either a user or the arbiter itself�
The start state of A� is the state in which the set
requesters of requesting users is empty� and the ini�
tial holder is the arbiter itself� The actions of A� are
given in Figure ��� A user u requests the resource with
the input action request�u� which simply places u in
the set requesters of requesting users� The user u re�
turns the resource to the arbiter with the input action
return�u� If the user is actually holding the resource

�We de�ne the transition relation of an automaton by de�n�
ing the preconditions and e�ects of every action� The triple
�a��� a�� is a transition of the automaton if the state a satis�es
the precondition of � and the state a

� can be obtained from a

by modifying a as speci�ed by the e�ects of �� The precondi�
tion for an action is omitted if it is true as is the case for input
actions�

�



Input Actions�
request�u�
e�ects�

requesters � requesters � fug

return�u�
e�ects�

if holder � u then
holder � a

Output Actions�
grant�u�
preconditions�
u � requesters

holder � a

e�ects�
requesters � requesters � fug
holder � u

Figure �� The actions of A��

when it tries to return the resource� this action makes
the arbiter the new holder of the resource� If the user
is not actually holding the resource� this �return� is ig�
nored� The arbiter grants the resource to a requesting
user u with the output action grant�u� This action
merely removes u from the set of requesting users and
makes u the new holder of the resource�
Notice that since at most one user is holding the re�

source at any time� every execution of A� satis�es the
mutual exclusion condition� The satisfaction of the
no lockout condition� however� clearly requires some
cooperation from the users� Let u be a user node� and
let us de�ne the following sets of states and actions��

RtnRess��u � fs � states�A� � holder � u in sg
RtnResa��u � freturn�ug

GrRess��u � fs � states�A� � u � requesters in sg
GrResa��u � fgrant�ug

The condition

RtnRes� �
�

u

RtnRess��u �
 RtnResa��u

says that any user holding the resource will eventually
return the resource to the arbiter� The condition

GrRes� �
�

u

GrRess��u �
 GrResa��u

�We will be de�ning several correctness conditions for each
of the models we study� We will subscript these conditions to
indicate the level of abstraction with which they are associ�
ated� Furthermore the sets of states and actions used to de�ne
these conditions will be superscripted with the letters s and a
respectively�

says that any user requesting the resource will even�
tually be granted the resource� The correctness con�
dition

NoLockout� � RtnRes�  GrRes�

says that if users holding the resource always return
the resource� then users requesting the resource will
always be granted the resource� This is precisely the
no lockout condition we require the arbiter to satisfy�
We denote by E� the execution module of A� with the
executions of A� satisfying the condition NoLockout��
The execution module E� serves as our speci�cation
of the arbiter�

��� An Intermediate�Level Model

Our second model of the arbiter is essentially the
global description given in the introduction �see Fig�
ure �� In this model� the arbiter and its users are
modeled by an undirected� acyclic graph G� The
leaves of G are user nodes representing the users� la�
beled u�� � � � � un� The arbiter itself consists of the re�
maining arbiter nodes� labeled a�� � � � � am� Arrows are
placed on edges of the graph to indicate either a re�
quest for the resource or the granting of the resource�
The �directed edge of G from the node v to w is de�
noted by hv� wi� With every edge hv� wi we associate
a set arrows�v� w containing the arrows on the edge
hv� wi� The states of A� are determined by the sets
arrows�v� w� The start states of A� are chosen from
those states in which all arrow sets are empty� ex�
cept that one arrow set arrows�v� ai contains a grant
arrow for some arbiter node ai� In general� the re�
source is considered to be held by a node at the head
of a grant arrow� Such a node is called a root of the
graph� Therefore� the initial states are chosen from
those states in which no requests are pending and an
arbiter node is the root of the graph� The particu�
lar set of start states chosen is of no importance at
the moment� so we will defer the choice until the next
section�
A user ui requests the resource with the input

action request�ui� aj� placing a request arrow on
the edge hui� aji from itself to the adjacent arbiter
node aj� The arbiter grants the resource to ui with the
output action grant�aj � ui� removing this request ar�
row from hui� aji and placing a grant arrow on haj � uii�
The user returns the resource with the input action
grant�ui� aj� moving the grant arrow from the edge
haj� uii to the edge hui� aji� In general� if an arbiter
node aj �nds itself at the head of a request arrow� its
response depends on whether it is holding the resource
or not� If the arbiter holds the resource� then it must
be at the head of a grant arrow� and so there must be
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Input Actions�
request�u� a�
e�ects�

arrows�u� a� � arrows�u� a� � frequestg

grant�u� a�
e�ects�

if grant � arrows�a� u� then
arrows�a� u� � arrows�a� u�� frequestg
arrows�a� u� � arrows�a� u�� fgrantg
arrows�u� a� � arrows�u� a� � fgrantg

Internal and Output Actions�
request�a� v�
preconditions�

request � arrows�w� a� for some w

ha� vi points toward a root
request �� arrows�a� v�

e�ects�
arrows�a� v�� arrows�a� v� � frequestg

grant�a� v�
preconditions�

request � arrows�v� a�
grant � arrows�w�a� for some w

request �� arrows�y� a� for y � �w� v�

e�ects�
arrows�v� a� � arrows�v� a�� frequestg
arrows�w� a� � arrows�w�a� � fgrantg
arrows�a� v�� arrows�a� v� � fgrantg

Figure 	� The actions of A��

a grant arrow on some edge hw� aji� The arbiter node
selects the �rst node v in some �xed ordering of its
adjacent nodes having a request arrow on hv� aji� The
arbiter then grants the resource to this node with the
action grant�aj � v� removing the request arrow and
moving the grant arrow to the edge haj � vi� If the ar�
biter node aj does not hold the resource� then the ar�
biter forwards the request in the direction of the node
holding the resource with the action request�aj � v�
placing a request on the edge haj � vi pointing toward
a root �that is� the edge haj� vi in the path from aj
to the root� The actions of A� are formally de�ned
in Figure 	� Here we �x for each node an ordering
of its adjacent nodes� We denote by �v� w the set of
nodes strictly between v and w in this ordering� and
by �v� w
 the set of nodes �v� w together with w� The
external actions of A� are the actions request�ui� aj�
grant�ui� aj� and grant�aj� ui� and the remaining ac�
tions are internal actions� For technical convenience�
we remove all potentially unreachable states from A�

so that all states are reachable�
Straightforward inductive arguments show that the

automaton A� satis�es the following invariants�

Lemma �� Every state of A� has precisely one root�

Lemma �� Let s be a state of A�� and let a be an
arbiter node of G� If arrows�a� v contains a request

arrow� then ha� vi points toward the root of G�

The �rst invariant� Lemma �� shows that A� satis�es
the mutual exclusion condition� However� in order to
ensure that the arbiter satis�es the no lockout condi�
tion� it is clearly important that arbiter nodes forward
all requests in the direction of the root� and that ar�
biter nodes holding the resource eventually grant the
resource to adjacent requesting nodes� Let a be an
arbiter node adjacent to nodes v and w� and let us
de�ne the following sets of states and actions�

FwdReq
s
��a� v � fs � states�A� �

request � arrows�w� a for some w�
ha� vi points toward the root� and

request �� arrows�a� v in sg
FwdReqa��a� v � fgrant�v� a� request�a� vg

FwdGr
s
��a� v� w � fs � states�A� �

request � arrows�v� a and
grant � arrows�w� a in sg

FwdGra��a� v� w � fgrant�a� y � y � �w� v
g

The �rst arbiter correctness condition

FwdReq� �
�

a�v

FwdReq
s
��a� v �
 FwdReq

a
��a� v

states that if an arbiter node a is at the head of a
request arrow and has not forwarded the request in
the direction of the root� then either a becomes the
root �possibly because v is a user node� and v has
placed a grant arrow on hv� ai� or a eventually for�
wards the request in the direction of the root� The
second arbiter correctness condition

FwdGr� �
�

a�v�w

FwdGrs��a� v� w �
 FwdGra��a� v� w

states that if an arbiter node a is a root at the head
of a request arrow� then it eventually forwards the
resource to an adjacent requesting node� The correct�
ness condition

C� � FwdReq� � FwdGr�

ensures that arbiter nodes always forward requests in
the direction of the root� and that arbiter nodes hold�
ing the resource always grant it to adjacent request�
ing nodes� We de�ne E� to be the execution module
of A� with those executions of A� satisfying the con�
dition C��
While Lemma � states that executions of E� sat�

isfy the mutual exclusion condition� and while con�
dition C� ensures that arbiter nodes holding the re�
source always grant the resource to requesting nodes�
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we have not yet shown that every execution of E�

satis�es the no lockout condition� As before� this re�
quires cooperation on the part of the users� Let u be
a user node adjacent to the arbiter node a� and let us
de�ne the following sets of states and actions�

RtnRess��u � fs � states�A� �
grant � arrows�a� u in sg

RtnResa��u � fgrant�u� ag

GrRess��u � fs � states�A� �
request � arrows�u� a in sg

GrResa��u � fgrant�a� ug

The condition

RtnRes� �
�

u

RtnRess��u �
 RtnResa��u

says that user nodes holding the resource always re�
turn the resource� and the condition

GrRes� �
�

u

GrRess��u �
 GrResa��u

says that the arbiter always satis�es requesting users�
The condition

NoLockout� � RtnRes�  GrRes�

says that if users return the resource� then the arbiter
satis�es all requests� It is fairly simple to show that

Lemma �� Every execution of E� satis�es the con�
dition NoLockout��

With this� we are now ready to show that the exe�
cution module E� satis�es the execution module E��
the speci�cation of the arbiter� Recall that one re�
quirement for E� to satisfy E� is that both execution
modules have the same external action signature� For
the sake of exposition� however� we have given the ac�
tions of A� names re�ecting their level of abstraction�
rather than using the names of the actions of A�� It
is a simple matter to rename the �external actions
of A� and E� �yielding A�

� and E�
� to be consistent

with those of A� and E� by renaming request�u� a as
request�u� grant�u� a as return�u� and grant�a� u
as grant�u� Having done so� we construct the map�
ping h� mapping the state s of A�

� to the state t of A�

such that

u � requesters in t i�
request � arrows�u� a in s

holder � u in t i�
grant � arrows�a� u in s

holder � a in t i�
grant �� arrows�a� u for every user u in s

It is a routine matter to prove that

Lemma �� The mapping h� is a possibilities map�
ping from A�

� to A��

Furthermore� using Lemma � and the possibilities
mapping h�� it is easy to prove that

Lemma �� E�
� satis�es E��

��� A Low�Level Model

Previous models have given global descriptions of the
arbiter�s behavior� In the description of the arbiter
given above� the arbiter nodes are intended to rep�
resent processes in a distributed network implement�
ing the arbiter� In this model we actually distribute
the arbiter by modeling each process with a separate
automaton� These automata describe the low�level
protocol followed by each process implementing the
arbiter� Notice that while previous models have ac�
knowledged the asynchrony of processor step times�
they have essentially ignored the asynchrony of the
network�s message system by assuming instantaneous
message delivery� We now introduce this asynchrony
into the model� modeling the message system as an in�
dependent automaton� By composing the automata
modeling arbiter processes together with the automa�
ton modeling the message system� we obtain a global
model of the arbiter�
In order to model asynchronous message delivery

at the intermediate level of abstraction �with the au�
tomatonA�� it is convenient to add to the graphG an
extra arbiter node ba�a� �or ba��a between every pair
of adjacent arbiter nodes a and a�� The node ba�a�

acts as a message bu�er between a and a�� The send�
ing of a message from a to a� corresponds to placing
an arrow on the edge ha� ba�a�i� and the delivery of
the message by the message system corresponds to
placing an arrow on the edge hba�a� � a�i� Since they
function as message bu�ers� we will hereafter refer to
the nodes ba�a� as bu�er nodes� and not arbiter nodes�
We denote by G the graph obtained from G by the ad�
dition of such bu�er nodes� Two user or arbiter nodes
�processes are said to be neighbors in G if they are
separated by at most a bu�er node� Since the results
of the previous section hold for arbitrary connected�
acyclic graphs� and since G is such a graph� these re�
sults hold for the graph G� We therefore �x G as the
graph underlying the model A�� Furthermore� we �x
as the set of start states of A� those start states in
which no bu�er node is a root� In such states� the ar�
biter holds the resource� and no undelivered messages
are pending� With this added structure of G� we can
prove the following invariant concerning bu�er nodes
during executions of A��

��



Lemma 	� Let a and a� be adjacent arbiter nodes�
and let s be a state of A�� If request �
arrows�ba�a� � a� or grant � arrows�a�� ba�a�� then
request � arrows�a� ba�a��

That is� if the arbiter node a has not sent a request

to the arbiter node a�� then there will be no request

in transit from a to a� and no grant in transit from a�

to a�

Previous models have given some indication of the
behavior required of arbiter processes� In the �rst
place� arbiter processes must always forward a request
for the resource in the direction of the resource� Since
the network is acyclic� the process is able to deter�
mine the direction of the resource by remembering
the direction in which it last forwarded the resource�
Furthermore� arbiter processes holding the resource
must grant the resource to a requesting process� In
particular� if arbiter process a receives the resource
from process v� then a must grant the resource to
the �rst requesting process after v in a �xed ordering
of its neighbors� Therefore� the state of an arbiter
process is determined by a set requesting of processes
from which it has received a request for the resource�
the link lastforward over which the resource was last
sent� a �ag holding indicating whether the process is
holding the resource� and a �ag requesting indicating
whether the process has sent a request in the direc�
tion of the resource� Initially� some arbiter process is
designated as the initial holder of the resource� and is
known to all processes in the network� For each ar�
biter process a� each arbiter �nonbu�er node of G� we
construct an automaton Aa modeling the process a�
The actions of Aa are given in Figure �� Here� v is a
neighbor of a�

The behavior required of the message system is very
simple� The system must be able to accept messages
for delivery� and ensure that every message sent is
eventually delivered� The state of the message system
is simply a collection of undelivered messages� More
formally� the state of the message system consists of a
set messages of triples of the form �a� a�� request and
�a� a�� grant denoting request and grant messages� re�
spectively� to be delivered from a to a�� We construct
an automatonM to model the asynchronous message
system� The actions ofM are given in Figure �� Here�
a and a� are neighboring arbiter nodes�

The global model A� of the arbiter at this low level
of abstraction is constructed by composing the au�
tomata Aa modeling the arbiter processes together
with the automatonM modeling the message system�
and hiding actions inherently internal to the global
system �that is� the actions of the message systemM �

As mentioned in the introduction to this model� an

Input Actions�
receiverequest�v� a�

e�ects�
requesting � requesting � fvg

receivegrant�v� a�
e�ects�
if holding � false and lastforward � v then

holding � true

requested � false

Output Actions�
sendrequest�a� v�

preconditions�
requesting �� �
requested � false

holding � false

lastforward � v

e�ects�
requested � true

sendgrant�a� v�
preconditions�
v � requesting

holding � true

lastforward � w

y �� requesting for all y � �w�v�

e�ects�
requesting � requesting� fvg
lastforward � v

holding � false

Figure �� The Actions of Aa�

arbiter process a is required to forward all requests�
and to grant the resource to a requesting process if
the arbiter process holds the resource� Let v and w

be two neighbors of the arbiter process a� and let us
de�ne the following sets of states and actions�

FwdReq
s
a�v � fs � states�Aa � requesting �� ��

requested � false�

holding � false� and
lastforward � v in sg

FwdReqaa�v � freceivegrant�v� a�
sendrequest�a� vg

FwdGr
s
a�v� w � fs � states�Aa � v � requesting

holding � true� and
lastforward � w in sg

FwdGraa�v� w � fsendgrant �a� y � y � �w� v
g

The condition

FwdReqa �
�

v

FwdReq
s
a�v �
 FwdReq

a
a�v

says that the arbiter process a having received a re�
quest and not holding the resource will either for�
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Input Actions�
sendrequest�a� a�
e�ects�
messages � messages � f�a� a�� requestg

sendgrant�a� a�
e�ects�
messages � messages � f�a� a�� grantg

Output Actions�
receiverequest�a� a�

preconditions�
�a� a�� request � messages

e�ects�
messages � messages � f�a� a�� requestg

receivegrant�a� a�
preconditions�
�a� a�� grant � messages

e�ects�
messages � messages � f�a� a�� grantg

Figure �� The actions of M�

ward a request for the resource or receive the resource
�without having requested it� perhaps from a user�
The condition

FwdGra �
�

v

FwdGr
s
a�v �
 FwdGr

a
a�v

says that the arbiter process a holding the resource
and having received a request will eventually forward
the resource to a requesting process� The condition

Ca � FwdReqa � FwdGra

is the desired correctness condition for the arbiter pro�
cess a� We note the following�

Lemma 
� Every fair execution of Aa satis�es Ca�

We let the execution module Ea � Fair�Aa� The
execution module Ea is clearly an implementable ex�
ecution module�
We must also require that the message system de�

liver all messages sent� Let a and a� be two neighbor�
ing arbiter processes� and let us de�ne the following
sets of states and actions�

DelReqsM�a� a� � fs � states�M  �
�a� a�� request � messages in sg

DelReq
a
M�a� a� � freceiverequest�a� a�g

DelGr
s
M�a� a� � fs � states�M  �

�a� a�� grant � messages in sg
DelGraM�a� a� � freceivegrant�a� a�g

If we let

DelReqM �
�

a�a�

DelReq
a
M �a� a� �
 DelReq

s
M �a� a�

and

DelGrM �
�

a�a�

DelGr
a
M�a� a� �
 DelGr

s
M�a� a��

then the condition

CM � DelReqM �DelGrM

says that messages sent are always delivered� We de�
note by EM the execution module of M with the exe�
cutions satisfying CM � We note that since we are im�
plementing the arbiter protocol and not the message
system� we have not constructed a particular automa�
ton whose fair executions satisfy the condition CM �
In the full paper� however� we do prove that EM is
implementable� being satis�ed by a message system
delivering messages in the order they are received�
Finally� we de�ne E� to be the composition of the

execution modules Ea and EM after hiding the in�
ternal actions of A�� Since the component execution
modules are implementable� so is E��
Again� having named the actions of A� for the con�

venience of exposition� we must rename the actions
of A� to correspond to the actions of A� at the higher
level of abstraction before proving that the execution
module E� satis�es the execution module E�� Af�
ter renaming the actions of A� and E� �yielding A�

�

and E�
� to be consistent with the names of actions

of A� and E�� we construct a possibilities mapping h�
from A�

� to A�� In order to de�ne this mapping� it
will be necessary to refer to state variables from each
of the components of A�

�� While the name of the
state variable messages ofM � is unique to M �� the re�
maining components share variable names� In order
to avoid ambiguity� we will indicate the component
to which a state variable belongs by subscripting the
variable with an appropriate identi�er� For example�
the set requesting of requesting processes in A�

a will
be denoted by requestinga� The mapping h� maps the
state s of A�

� to the set of states t of A� satisfying the
following conditions�

U� � request � arrows�u� a i� u � requestinga
U� � grant � arrows�u� a i�

holdinga � true and lastforwarda � u

U	 � request � arrows�a� u i�
requesteda � true and lastforwarda � u

U� � grant � arrows�a� u i�
holdinga � false and lastforwarda � u

��



A� � request � arrows�ba��a� a i� a� � requestinga
A� � grant � arrows�ba��a� a i�

holdinga � true and lastforwarda � a�

A	 � request � arrows�a� ba�a� i�
requesteda � true and lastforwarda � a�

A� � grant � arrows�a� ba�a� i�
�a� a�� grant � messages

I� � request � arrows�a� ba�a��
request �� arrows�ba�a� � a�� and
grant �� arrows�a�� ba�a� i�

�a� a�� request � messages

I� � ha� ba�a�i points toward the root i�
holdinga � false and lastforwarda � a�

The conditions U� � U	 and A� � A	 are straight�
forward� They say that the arbiter process a has re�
ceived a request from a process v in t i� v is in a�s set
requesting of requesting processes in s� that a has re�
ceived the resource from v in t i� a holds the resource
in s and last sent �and hence received the resource
to v� and that a has forwarded a request for the re�
source toward the root in t i� a has sent a request in
the direction it last forwarded the resource in s� U�
says that the user u has the resource in t i� in s the
node a last forwarded the resource to u and has not
received the resource since� A� says that the resource
is in transit between a and a� in t i� there is a grant

message from a to a� in the message bu�er messages

in s� Conditions I� and I� are invariants that must
be preserved by the mapping� I� says that if a request
message is in transit in s� then it must not have been
received in t� I� says that the value of lastforward
correctly records the direction of the resource in the
network�
We �rst prove that

Lemma �� The mapping h� is a possibilities map�
ping from A�

� to A��

Using Lemma �� we then prove that

Lemma ��� E�

� satis�es E��

We note that the proofs Lemmas � and �� make heavy
use of invariants such as Lemmas �� 	� and � proven
at the intermediate level of abstraction� in addition to
the invariants I� and I� satis�ed by the mapping h��
As a result� properties proven at a higher level of ab�
straction are actually used in the correctness proof of
the low�level implementation�
Renaming the actions of E�

� to agree with those
of E� to obtain E��

� � we use Lemmas � and �� together
with the fact that E��

� is implementable to show that

Theorem ��� E��

� solves E��

With this� the proof of the correctness of a fully�
detailed implementation of Sch�onhage�s resource al�
location is complete�

� Conclusions

In this work we have introduced a simple� power�
ful model of computation in asynchronous distributed
networks� We have shown how this model can be used
to construct modular� hierarchical correctness proofs
of distributed algorithms� The technique demon�
strated in this paper shows that the high�level� intu�
itive understanding of an algorithm�s designer need
not be sacri�ced for the sake of rigorous correct�
ness� To the contrary� this technique makes use of
the intuition� incorporating it into a proof of the
detailed algorithm�s correctness� We feel that the
strongest evidence for the usefulness of the input�
output automaton model� however� is the fact that
it has already been used successfully by others mod�
eling a variety of distributed algorithms� Exam�
ples of the use of input�output automata di�ering
from the arbiter example discussed in this work in�
clude concurrency control algorithms �see �LM��
�
�HLMW��
� �FLMW��
� and �GL��
� mutual exclu�
sion algorithms �see �Wel��
� hardware register al�
gorithms �see �Blo��
� and data�ow computation
�see �Lyn��
� In many of these papers the model
has been found to be especially helpful when attempt�
ing to identify the interface between system compo�
nents� and discovering a system�s natural decompo�
sition� While our work has described one method
for proving the correctness of algorithms within the
input�output automaton model� others are being ex�
amined� Work in progress ��FLS��
� for example con�
tinues to explore ways in which this model can be used
to decompose systems and their proofs of correctness�
One important question related to this work is that

of how much of the correctness proofs we generate can
be checked by machine� In general� the use of cor�
rectly chosen possibilities mappings to prove that one
object satis�es another is quite mechanical and should
be checkable by machine� In the case of the arbiter
examined in this paper� for example� each description
of the arbiter is essentially a �nite state description�
with the exception of the message system described
at the lowest level of abstraction� It is fairly simple�
however� to characterize the behavior of the message
system in terms of temporal logic� One interesting
question is whether it is possible to use a temporal
logic characterization of the message system together
with �nite state descriptions of the remainder of the

�	



arbiter to mechanically verify the satisfaction of one
description of the arbiter by another�

While this work has essentially ignored the notion
of time� time is a very important part of modern dis�
tributed systems� Timeouts� for instance� are a cru�
cial part of the fault�tolerance of many communica�
tions algorithms� Furthermore� the analysis of an al�
gorithm�s complexity requires some notion of bounds
on processor step times and message delivery times�
We give in the full paper �LT��
 some ad hoc tech�
niques for reasoning about the time complexity of the
arbiter discussed in this paper� We analyze the com�
plexity of the arbiter at the intermediate�level of ab�
straction� and it is not hard to see how this complexity
result translates down to the lower level of abstrac�
tion� In general� however� relating time complexities
at di�erent levels of abstraction is a di�cult prob�
lem� The problem of incorporating time more natu�
rally into our model and of investigating techniques
for reasoning about time in our model certainly de�
serve further study�
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